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and my sister Elaine. the outer flow by a "small" amount thus stipulating that the perturbation to the outer flow 
is such that thin aerofoil theory may be employed. The resulting slot-injection equation is 
a semi-infinite singular partial integro-differential equation in terms of the shear layer and 
the height of the ice. The Stefan condition is employed to close the system by providing 
a relationship between the temperatures of the injected fluid and the frozen liquid and the 
rate of decay of the ice layer. The de-icing equations are then discretised and a numerical 
result presented for a particular choice of the initial height of the ice. The model is revised 
to account for the retraction of the ice layer away from the trailing edge of the slot and this 
modification is included into the numerical scheme. An asymptotic solution for small ice 
layers is also presented. 
The steady sail problem is discussed in Chapter 3. This problem models the irrotational 
flow of an inviscid, incompressible fluid past a two-dimensional membrane. The sail is flexible, 
thin, of finite mass and is fixed at both ends. This chapter commences by analysing the 
steady sail equation that was originally derived by Voelz(1950)[50] and again, apparently 
independently, by Thwaites(1961)[46]. The finite difference method employed here is different 
from that given by previous authors in that it is pertinent to the study of the unsteady sail 
equation in Chapter 4. Both Voelz and Thwaites numerically analysed the case where the 
material of the sail is inextensible. Their results show that in the steady case there exists 
certain angles of incidence for which more than one sail shape is possible depending on the 
tension within the sail. This phenomenon motivated Thwaites to analyse the eigenvalues 
of the system, defined as the values of the tension parameter for which the sail generates 
zero lift. The work of Thwaites is extended here to include an asymptotic approximation 
for the eigenvalues corresponding to large values of the tension parameter. The steady sail 
problem is then extended to the case of an extensible sail. This problem was first analysed by 
Jackson(1983)[20] who approximated the sail by a cubic and plotted the relationship between 
the tension and angle of incidence for different materials. It is noted here that the extensible 
sail does not require an excess length in order to achieve a non-zero shape when placed in the 
outer flow and hence the presented results are for the extensible sail (1) with excess length 
and (2) without slack. The steady sail under large tension and at large angle of incidence is 
also considered. 
Chapter 4 details the unsteady sail problem where the angle of incidence is now a prescribed 
function of time. This is an extension of the work of Lattimer(1996)[25] who proposed and 
numerically approximated the unsteady sail equation for an inextensible sail. The singular 
integral within the equation of motion is discretised here using methods similar to those of 
the previous chapter. The results presented are for an angle of incidence that changes linearly 
between two angles for which there exists multiple steady solutions. By starting the sail in 
each of the different steady solutions for the initial angle, the results show the motion that analysis of the eigenvalues of the steady sail equation; defined as the values of the tension 
parameter for which the sail generates zero lift. An asymptotic analysis for large eigenvalues 
is also presented. 
Attention is then turned to the case where the material of the sail is extensible. In this case 
the sail does not necessarily require an excess length in order to achieve a non-zero shape. 
Both problems are analysed separately and limiting cases as the sail tends to an inextensible 
material are presented along with numerical results for varying degrees of the extensibility of 
the sail. 
3.1 Literature Review 
The literature review presented here is written as an overview of the published work to date. 
More thorough and in-depth literature reviews are given by Chapleo(1968)[4] and, more 
recently, Newman (1987) [31 ]. The work of Newman is probably the most thorough literature 
review on the steady sail published to date and the reader is referred to this paper for a 
detailed briefing on the problem. 
The earliest published work concerning the steady, inextensible sail is reported to be 
Cisotti(1932)[5] who analysed a non-porous sail with flow separation at the trailing edge. 
However, the first linear analysis was performed by Voelz(1950)[50] who modelled the sail 
as a distribution of vortices along the line joining the fixed ends. Voelz used Fourier sine 
series to numerically solve the equation of motion and also approximated the first eigenvalue 
of the equation, defined as the value of the tension parameter for which there is smooth 
attachment at the leading edge of the sail. Thwaites(1961)[46] repeated the methods of 
Voelz, apparently unaware of the previous work, and numerically approximated the first six 
eigenvalues of the problem. Thwaites also included the porosity of the membrane in the 
derivation of the sail equation although the subsequent numerical analysis was performed on 
a non-porous sail. Thwaites considered the relationship between the eigenvalues and the lift 
generated by the sail and concluded that the odd-numbered eigenvalues were meaningless. 
The analysis of Thwaites is widely considered to be the pioneering work on the steady sail 
problem. Neilsen(1963)[30] expanded the problem to three dimensions and performed some 
experiments that did not agree with those predicted by the theory. Neilsen reported that 
these differences were due to the small porosity of the experimental sail and the effects of 
boundary layer separation. Barakat(1968)[2] numerically approximated the steady, porous 
problem and found that small values of the porosity of the sail do not radically affect the sail 
shape nor lift. However, the main result of Barakat is that the steady sail problem no longer 
exhibits eigenvalue solutions owing to the fact that the flow can no longer smoothly attach 
at the leading edge since the sail is porous at this point. 
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the stable solutions is far slower than the rate of divergence for the unstable, wavy solutions. 
In addition, there is no significant increase in max(crr) as the sail adopts increasingly wavy 
solutions. 
The value of the imaginary part of the eigenvalue with maximum real part is also of 
interest since this determines whether the motion of the perturbed solution is oscillatory 
or monotonic. The calculations performed to construct Figure 5.2 reveal that the stable 
solutions (for A < Am), have an imaginary part of magnitude 0(1) thus indicating that these 
solutions oscillate around the steady solution with decaying amplitude. This is witnessed in 
Section 4.5 although there are numerical instabilities present in Figures 4.1 and 4.2. However, 
for the unstable solutions corresponding to A > \m the imaginary part of the eigenvalue with 
the maximum real part is identically zero which implies that these unstable solutions do not 
oscillate around the steady solution. Instead these sails, upon being perturbed, monotonically 
diverge away from their steady solutions which is also witnessed in Section 4.5 where the wavy 
solutions adopt a positive concave shape soon after the angle of incidence begins to change; 
there is no oscillatory motion around the steady, wavy solution. 
It is worth commenting on the accuracy of the above method as the number of mesh 
points, n, is increased. Using the example of the wholly negative sail at a = 0.75 the value 
of max((7r) was —0.042 when computed using n = 100 and the corresponding imaginary part 
was ±7.38. The author has found that varying n produces results that agree to these values 
92 9.1 Recommendations for Further Research 
One extension of the analysis of de-icing by slot injection presented here is to consider the 
case where the excess pressure within the slot is a function of time; this is unsteady de-icing 
by slot-injection. However, before undertaking this problem it should be noted that this is an 
extension of the unsteady slot-film cooling work of Lattimer(1996)[25] who found that this 
simpler problem is highly unstable. 
The variations on the sail problem discussed in Chapter 8 could be analysed in further 
depth, in particular the unsteady stiff sail. However, the absence of wavy solutions implies 
that this may not provide an extensive area for further research. The drying of a flexible sail 
is a complicated problem because a suitable model of the drying process seems to be absent 
from the current literature; such a model would have to cater for pressure gradients that 
change in sign as time advances. 
The flag problem could be easily extended to include the effects of gravity. In this case, 
the steady hinged flag would not necessarily align with the outer flow thus providing more 
interesting solutions. In addition, the resistance of the hinge mechanism itself could be 
introduced. One method would be to stipulate that the resistance of the hinge is proportional 
to the speed of the flag near the leading edge. This could have drastic effects on the stability 
properties of the hinged flag since any significant motion of the flag would be resisted. 
Areas that future research could also analyse is the extension to three-dimensions of all 
the physical systems analysed within this thesis and also the effects of viscosity could be 
investigated. Whilst there is a lot of current research activity on the sail problem, the flag 
is being less intensively analysed despite the obvious industrial applications such as textile 
manufacture. Therefore, extending the flag problem to three dimensions or including viscosity 
would provide the reader with interesting and challenging ways to extend the work of this 
thesis. 
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